Make the Future Now
How to Play

1. Form a group of 2-6 players. Shuffle the deck and deal 12 cards to each player.

2. Starting with the dealer, each player places one card of a different suit on the game board until the game board is full.

3. The player placing a **VALUE** card selects which of the two values listed on the card is in play.

4. If a player cannot contribute a card, draw and discard new cards until he or she is able.

5. **WILDCARDS** can be played at any time by any player, but only one per round.
6. Once the board is full, the assembled cards create a design prompt: What scenarios could the combination of concepts in these cards produce? Players have 2 minutes to create a scenario (story or event) or artifact from the future (product or service) inspired by the design prompt. These can take the form of a written description and/or a sketch.

7. Players share their scenario or artifact and vote for their favorite. The player with the most voted-for idea is the winner of the round and keeps all the cards. Whoever has earned the most cards when play ends wins the game.

8. Play a few rounds to warm up your imagination before keeping score.

9. Share your favorite ideas with the IFTF community by tagging with #futurenow.
Card Types

Use this card deck with IFTF’s research on *Reconfiguring Reality: Toward an Internet of Actions*.

**STRATEGIES** | Ways we will deploy bots and machines to take action in the world. Together, four strategies will give us all the capacity to reconfigure reality and move toward an Internet of Actions.

**VALUES** | Priorities that we will encode in billions of bots and machines. Values also confront us with design choices about what we want from technology.
OBJECTS | Material things that can be enlisted to take action in the world. Think of these intelligent things as the protagonist of your story, the focal point for revealing unexpected possibilities.

TERRAINES | The business, social, or civic context for reconfiguring reality that gives meaning and purpose to your future stories.

WILDCARDS | Happen at any time and require flexibility and improvisation.
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Four strategies (individually or in combination) will reconfigure reality and move us toward an Internet of Actions.

Add **ONE** additional **STRATEGY** card to the game.
Four strategies (individually or in combination) will reconfigure reality and move us toward an Internet of Actions.

Play all **FOUR STRATEGY** cards in this round of the game.
An Internet of Actions is a future of many objects and environments orchestrated to reconfigure reality and generate new value.

Add **ONE** additional **OBJECT** card to the game.
object

An Internet of Actions is a future of many objects and environments orchestrated to reconfigure reality and generate new value.

Add **TWO** additional **OBJECT** cards to the game.
Sometimes the future is already here and can be seen today; the future may also take 10 or more years to unfold.

Set your time horizon

**Short-Term**
something we can prototype today

**Mid-Term**
evolution beyond what we can make today

**Long-Term**
emerging possibilities beyond the next decade
Balancing autonomy will be a critical design choice in an Internet of Actions

Set the Level of Autonomy:

0: No Automation
1: Machine Assistance
2: Partial Control
3: Conditional Control
4: High Automation
5: Full Automation
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